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For Spiritual Reading: Jesus, A Portrait

Gerald O’ Collins S.J., Jesus: A Portrait ( Orbis Press, 2008)

I  am going to highly

recommend a book for spiritual

reading. It is Jesus, A Portrait by

Gerald O’Collins S.J.. First,

however, as a kind of preliminary

excursus, I also want to give a

working definition of spirituality (

the noun for the adjective, spiritual,

in spiritual reading). Spirituality is

a fuzzy word which means many

various things to different people,

as in the throw-away line “ I am

spiritual but not religious”. By spirituality, I refer to regular practices which help us

center ourselves on God and reflect on the direction of our lives and where God is

moving, prompting or challenging us. Practices come in many forms. Saying the rosary

or making the stations of the cross are devotional or spiritual practices. So, too, are

mental prayer, fasting, giving alms, doing a daily examination of consciousness, keeping

a journal, retreats, regular worship. Not all spiritual practices are Christian. Sitting yoga

or chanting mantras ( which could be Christian mantras, too) are also spiritual practices.

It is possible to be ‘ spiritual’ but not religious. But when someone makes that
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claim, I always ask them to tell me about their regular practices. If they hem and haw on

that question, I assume that their claim to be spiritual is merely some vague emotional

feeling. Sociologists who have studied spirituality in a systematic way ( for example,

Princeton sociologist, Robert Wuthnow) have found that, in fact, most  people who

engage in regular spiritual practices are both spiritual and religious. Religion, after all,

calls for a personal engagement with God and Jesus. It is not just something formal and

abstract. Religions also systematically teach people the practices of spirituality.

Spiritual reading has been such a regular spiritual practice. Reading a devotional

 book for a half hour a day , for example, feeds the spirit and moves the person to reflect

 and center. Not all good books ( even theological books) lend themselves to spiritual

reading. Some theological books are best studied more than prayed, appealing to the

head more than the heart. The best spiritual books lend themselves to a short-ish reading

which also stirs the imagination and heart as well as the head. Some people have favorite

spiritual authors they turn to over and over again: Thomas Merton, Henri Nouwen,

Ronald Rohlheiser, Saint Augustine, Thomas A’ Kempis.

The Australian Jesuit, Gerald O’Collins is a distinguished scholar, for many years

the dean of the faculty at the Gregorian University in Rome.. He is also a prolific author.

In a sense, only someone at the end of their career, knowing much in their bones, could

have written a book such as Jesus: A Portrait. The reader will find passages of scripture

they thought they had understood and probed come alive in fresh and new ways. The

book includes fascinating chapters on the Beauty of Jesus ( taking off from a famous line

of Augustine that Jesus is beautiful and not only true and good); God’s Kingdom in

Person ( drawing on a  remark of Origin that Jesus, himself, was the kingdom in
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Person).; Jesus, the Healer; Jesus the Story Teller; Jesus the Teacher; Jesus the Parable of

the Father’s love. What struck me in reading Jesus: A Portrait was that O’Collins not only

drew on his vast knowledge as a scripture scholar but imagined, indeed, prayed over what

he was writing. The book works as spiritual reading precisely because we, the readers,

find ourselves lured to stop meditatively and pray.

In a sense, O’Collins wants us to enter into Jesus’ own imagination and heart.  A

frequent retreat director, O’Collins makes the reader surmise that some of the material for

this book also, at one time or another, formed fodder for his own prayer and retreat

presentations. Toward the end of the book, O’ Collins tips us off to his method:

“  Those who profess to know Jesus and aim at producing a reliable portrait of

him should remember a cautionary observation that came from St. Augustine

of Hippo on the deep connection between knowledge and love. In De Diversis

Questionibus he wrote: ‘Nemo nisi per amicitiam cognocitur’. We might paraphrase

this remark as’ you need to be a friend of someone before you truly know him or her’.

But who dares make the claim, ‘ I am a true friend of Jesus?’

Yet some measure of friendship with Jesus or at least a desire for such friendship

is needed if anyone is to attempt the daunting task of describing and interpreting Jesus.

Only those who wish to follow him as disciples and have a living relationship with him

in prayer will be able, however haltingly and partially, to understand and interpret him.

The question put to the disciples at Caesarea Philippi [ ‘Who do you say that I am?’]

remains the task of a lifetime in which Jesus is constantly encountered, trusted and loved.

No one can ever respond to that question by declaring: ‘ Now I truly and fully know who

You are’. Even the holiest and wisest persons must continue to confess right through
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their lifetime, ‘ I am just beginning to know who you are’. We can only join Augustine

in praying: ‘ Lord , that I might know myself, that I might know you’.”

What made this magisterial scripture scholar’s book work for me as spiritual

reading was that Jesus: A Portrait constantly prompted me to ask those questions of

Augustine: How to know myself and to know you?  In the end, all of the various spiritual

practices of  Christian spirituality ultimately boil down to useful means to help us probe

and answer those two questions.


